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Abstract: Typhoon Fitow (2013) took an unusual westward track deflection after a lengthy northward
movement over the western North Pacific (WNP). Based on observation and wave analysis, it is
found that the track deflection of Fitow is attributed to the transition of environmental flow from
meridional to zonal orientation, which is closely associated with a low-frequency intra-seasonal
oscillation (ISO). Furthermore, the impact of ISO on tropical cyclone (TC) unusual movement is
investigated using the Advanced Research version of Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF-ARW)
model. The control simulation (CTL) reproduces well the synoptic pattern and track deflection
of the TC. The TC moves straightly westward and northwestward without track deflection in the
sensitivity experiments with the removal of total ISOs and the west-propagating ISO component,
while keeping the recurving track with the removal of east-propagating ISO, which suggests that the
west-propagating ISO plays a dominant role in the westward track deflection. In the experiment of
removing west-propagating ISOs, an anomalous southeast–northwest-oriented wave train around the
TC is modified, the mid-latitude trough decays, and the enhanced zonally elongated subtropical high
is responsible for the straight northwestward motion of the TC. However, after removing a weaker
convection anomaly associated with east-propagating ISOs in the form of a southwest–northeast
oriented dipole circulation, the TC is affected by a sustained shallow mid-latitude trough and a west-
extended ridge of subtropical high to keep the cyclonic track turning analogous to the counterpart in
CTL. The piecewise potential vorticity inversion diagnosis further assesses the contribution of the
different ISO components to TC track deflection.

Keywords: tropical cyclone; ISO; track deflection; model simulation

1. Introduction

In recent years, major research on tropical cyclone (TC) movement has focused on
unusual TC tracks, such as left and right sudden turning, looping track, rotating track,
and zigzagging track [1]. These TC cases are found to cause tremendous challenge to
operational weather forecasts and numerical simulations due to complicated dynamic
process and interaction with multiple scale disturbances.

The abnormal northward and westward turnings are the most typical unusual TC
track types over the western North Pacific (WNP), especially for the north-turning TCs. As
for TC sudden northward turning, a large number of previous studies have been conducted
based on observational analysis, numerical simulation, ensemble forecasting, and climate
statistics [2–9]. Ito et al. [10] summarized the recent understanding of TC motion, which
indicates large-scale features, including low-frequency monsoon gyre, upper tropospheric
cold low, and subtropical high, are the fundamental factors on the northward track turning
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of the TC. By comparison, less attention is given to the west- or south-turning (i.e., left-
turning) of TC tracks over the WNP, which also probably leads to severe disaster for the
eastern China. Are there any different understandings for the occurrence of leftward
track deflection?

According to existing studies, it is clear that a certain portion of abrupt left-turning
TCs are closely associated with topography effect and binary interaction. For example,
Typhoons Nari (2001) [11], Haitang (2005) [12], Fanapi (2010) [4,13], and Megi (2016) [14]
are all observed to have experienced the anomalous southwestward deflections while the
TCs approached Taiwan Island. Moreover, the corresponding diagnostics and simulation
revealed that the channel effect and interaction process induced by Taiwan’s terrain are re-
sponsible for these TC track deflections, although individual differences exist. Wu et al. [15]
and Huang and Wu [16] conducted idealized experiments to further examine the impact of
topography, which indicated that the southwestward track deflection is sensitive to terrain
height, TC intensity, and initial location. The relevant mechanisms are explained with the
involvement of large-scale environmental flow, low-level channeling effect, and asymme-
tries in the mid-level flow. Wu et al. [17] and Yang et al. [18] confirmed the quantitative
contribution of TC binary interaction to the abnormal southwestward (cyclonic) movement
based on the potential vorticity (PV) diagnosis and sensitivity simulations, respectively.
Additionally, more precise interaction between binary TCs indicate that the presence of
large-scale monsoon circulation causes more complex binary interaction together with
significant horizontal PV advection, thus affecting TC track deflection [19].

The steering flows related to the surrounding synoptic systems also have a dominant
influence on the west-turning of TCs. Wu et al. [20] indicated that the Pacific subtropical
high to the east and the monsoon trough to the west played a combined role in steering
Typhoon Sinlaku (2008) from northward to westward. The interaction between a large-
scale monsoon gyre circulation and TCs has been discussed by Liang and Wu [21] using
idealized numerical simulations that show a fast-moving TC located west of the monsoon
gyre center would undergo a westward track. In addition, in the case of a 2006 TC, the
observed low-frequency (30–60 days) circulation pattern at 850 hPa can be responsible for
the southwest track deflection [22]. Our recent 20-year statistical analysis for the WNP
basin was performed to reveal that sudden left-turning TCs are primarily located northwest
of a zonally elongated intra-seasonal oscillation (ISO) circulation and thus steered by the
enhanced northeasterly flows [23]. It is noted that the ISO fluctuation has been evidenced
to pose a potential impact on the unusual westward or southward deflection of TCs by
observational and statistical research, while a detailed dynamical process is desirable for
more quantitative analysis and model simulation results.

Moreover, when TC activity is accompanied with the evolution of multiscale fluc-
tuations, the dynamical process remains more complicated. Wu et al. [8] found that
four sharply northeastward TC tracks are associated with quasi-biweekly oscillation and
the Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO), the TC nears the center of the corresponding low-
frequency cyclonic circulation, thus making the track change under the influence from the
enhanced southwesterly flows. Ching et al. [24] studied the individual roles of the eastward
propagating MJO and westward propagating equatorial Rossby (ER) waves on TC activity
by designing sensitivity numerical experiments. Therefore, it can be hypothesized that
there may be multiple ISO wave modes with different spacing–time scale that pose substan-
tial influence on our concerned westward track deflection, and their individual roles could
be investigated by conducting model experiments, thereby giving deeper understanding of
the existing mechanisms for the unusual track deflection of TCs over the WNP region.

Taking Typhoon Fitow (2013) with its unusual westward turning as an example, the
study starts with the results of observation and wave analysis, establishes six groups of
numerical experiments to evaluate the sensitivity of TC track deflection to different spacing–
time scale ISO wave components, and performs the quantitative analysis on model results
by piecewise PV inversion diagnosis, so as to understand the quantitative steering roles
of different ISO wave components on the westward turning of Fitow and the potential
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dynamical influence on the large-scale environmental fields. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview and synopsis of Typhoon Fitow. Section 3
provides the description and methodology for the numerical model configuration and
experiment design. Section 4 presents the detailed results of the control and sensitivity
experiments, and elucidates the relevant dynamical mechanisms for unusual TC westward
deflection. The last section presents a summary of this study.

2. Overview of Super Typhoon Fitow (2013)

Super Typhoon Fitow was first designated as a tropical depression on 1200 UTC 29
September 2013 over the Philippines’ eastern tropical ocean and then maintained north–
northwestward motion to the higher latitude of the WNP in the next two days (Figure 1a).
Afterward, Fitow underwent a slower straight northward track for three days and made
an unusual westward deflection to the east of Taiwan Island at about 23◦ N, starting
from 1200 UTC 4 October, which largely deviated from the straight northward-moving
forecasted by other operational agencies (Figure 1b). Furthermore, it is notable that Fitow
continually strengthened during the whole period of poleward motion and upgraded to
super typhoon category before turning westward. Finally, super Typhoon Fitow sustained
peak intensity and increased the speed of its movement toward the eastern coastal region
of China. Because of the unusual track deflection and striking landfall intensity, most
eastern provinces of China (i.e., Fujian, Zhejiang, Jiangsu, and Shanghai) suffered major
disasters due to the record-breaking winds and torrential precipitation, causing enormous
economic losses.

Figure 1. (a) The best track of Typhoon Fitow (2013) obtained from China Meteorological Administra-
tion (CMA) with colors representing different intensities. (b) The 96 h forecast tracks at 0000 UTC 2
October 2013 from various operational agencies with different color lines; the best track is given by
the black line.

In contrast to previous literature focusing on the landfall intensity and long duration
of heavy rainfall of Typhoon Fitow (2013) [25–28], our study primarily concerns the unusual
westward track deflection after Fitow experienced a lengthy northward movement.
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Figure 2 shows how the large-scale unfiltered environment fields evolved as Fitow
experienced the track deflection from northward to westward. The environment variables
with 6 h intervals used in this study (i.e., geopotential height, three-dimensional wind, and
temperature) were obtained from the 1◦ × 1◦ Final Operational Global Analysis (FNL) from
the National Center for Environmental Prediction. The steering flow is defined by the deep-
layer (850–300 hPa) mean wind within a 5◦ radius of the TC center, denoted by the brown
arrows in Figure 2. During the first two days with northward motion (Figure 2a,b), Fitow
split the subtropical high belt into two parts and was steered by the asymmetric southerly
flows supplied from the eastern subtropical high body and the powerful mid-latitude
trough. In contrast, during the two days after the westward track turning, the northern
mid-latitude trough system became flattened and retreated northward. The environmental
flow surrounding Fitow was more zonally oriented. It is apparent that the subtropical
high circulation located on the northeast flank of Fitow exhibited a westward shift at the
middle latitude, thus rendering the abnormal westward deflection by the enhanced easterly
steering flows (Figure 2c,d).

Figure 2. Unfiltered deep-layer mean (850–300 hPa) winds (vector; m s−1) and 500 hPa geopotential
height (contour; gpm) for Typhoon Fitow (2013) daily averaged on (a) 2 October, (b) 3 October, (c) 4
October, and (d) 5 October. The areas with a 500 hPa geopotential height larger than 5880 gpm are
shaded. Wind vectors (shown in red) represent wind speeds larger than 8 m s−1. The thick brown
and orange arrows give the directions of the steering flow averaged within the 5◦ radius of tropical
cyclone (TC) center (indicated by the brown circle) and TC actual motion vector calculated by best
track positions, together with their relative magnitudes.

As indicated by the corresponding infrared satellite image in Figure 3, the cloud
structure of Typhoon Fitow gradually developed and expanded during the poleward period
from tropics to higher latitude (Figure 3a,b). Additionally, the most striking characteristic
is that the widely convective cloud mass emerging to the northeast gradually merged with
the TC peripheral cloud band during the Fitow’s westward track change (Figure 3b–d).
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Figure 3. Infrared satellite images, enhanced by the National Hurricane Center, at times (a) 1200 UTC
2 October, (b) 1200 UTC 3 October, (c) 1200 UTC 4 October, and (d) 1200 UTC 5 October. These images
are derived from the University of Wisconsin–Madison Cooperative Institute for Meteorological
Satellite Studies and obtained from http://tropic.ssec.wisc.edu/archive/, accessed on 1 May 2021.

Furthermore, we conducted the wavelet power spectrum of outgoing longwave ra-
diation (OLR) averaged over the region 5◦ N–30◦ N and 112.5◦ E–135◦ E where the WNP
monsoon is active with prominent intra-seasonal variability. The daily OLR used has 2.5◦

× 2.5◦ grid spacing and a period of 6 months ranging from 1 July to 31 December 2013,
obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Figure 4 indicates
a prominent power peak at the ISO wave mode with a wide period of 10–90 days during
the whole unusual track deflection. Therefore, it is intriguing to examine the individual
roles of the complex atmospheric low-frequency oscillations in abruptly turning the track
of Typhoon Fitow from northward to westward.

Figure 4. The wavelet power (105 W2m−4) spectrum of outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) with
the dotted area exceeding 95% significance level. The straight line shows the turning time of 4
October 2013.

The temporal evolution of the environmental filtered fields and OLR anomalies associ-
ated with the 10–90-day ISO wave during the unusual westward deflection is presented in

http://tropic.ssec.wisc.edu/archive/
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Figure 5. Note that, to diminish the effect of TC-related circulation, a TC removal algorithm
proposed by Kurihara et al. [29,30] was adopted before filtering the wind fields. The TC cen-
ter was first embedded on the southern flank of a weak and loose cyclonic ISO circulation
(Figure 5a). Subsequently, the TC center was gradually merged with the center of ISO-scale
cyclonic circulation as the ISO-related vortex strengthened with a huge anticyclonic circula-
tion located to the northeast (Figure 5b–d). As a result, the anomalous southeasterly winds
were enhanced on the southwest flank of this well-developed anticyclone to accelerate
the counterclockwise change of TC motion direction. Therefore, the ISO components of
large-scale environmental fields are hypothesized to play an important role in the abnormal
westward turning of Fitow. Model simulation, the quantitative contribution associated
with the ISOs, and the corresponding dynamical process responsible for Fitow’s unusual
westward deflection are detailed in the next section.

Figure 5. The 10–90-day filtered deep-layer mean (850–300 hPa) wind anomaly (streamline; m s−1)
and the corresponding OLR anomaly (only negative values are shaded; W m−2) for Typhoon Fitow
(2013) daily averaged on (a) 2 October, (b) 3 October, (c) 4 October, and (d) 5 October. The vectors
shown in brown and orange indicate the intra-seasonal oscillation (ISO) steering flow (averaged
within the brown circle) and TC actual motion vector, respectively.

3. Model and Experiment Design—Method

In order to investigate the effect of ISO on Typhoon Fitow’s unusual motion, the
Advanced Research version of Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF-ARW;
V3.6.1) is employed in this study [31]. Our simulations are configured with triple-nested
and two-way feedback domains, which have horizontal resolutions of 27, 9, and 3 km
grid spacing and 45 vertical levels ranging from surface to 50 hPa (Figure 6). The model
physical schemes consist of the WRF single-moment five-class microphysics scheme [32],
the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model longwave parameterization [33], the Dudhia shortwave
parameterization [34], and the revised Monin–Obukhov surface layer physics [35]. and
the Yonsei University planetary boundary layer scheme [36]. Additionally, a Kain–Fritsch
cumulus parameterization scheme is used only in the outermost domain [37].
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Figure 6. Model domain configuration. Domains 01, 02, and 03 have 27, 9, 3 km resolutions,
respectively. The best track of Typhoon Fitow from CMA during the whole simulation period is
plotted with the black line.

The 1◦ × 1◦ FNL analysis data with 6 h interval are taken as the initial and boundary
conditions for the control simulation (CTL). To ensure the large-scale model features are
close to the observational conditions, an extra nudging is set for wind fields in the outermost
and intermediate domain.

There is a total of six experiments performed in our study including a CTL simulation
and five sensitivity experiments removing the different ISO perturbations. A series of
sensitivity experiments aim to illuminate further the relative influence of the different ISO
components on the unusual track. A space–time filtering method developed by Wheeler
and Kiladis [38] can identify the zonally eastward or westward propagating waves on
various spatiotemporal scales by the wavenumber–frequency spectral analysis, which is
employed to filter out the mandatory fields in our study (i.e., wind, temperature, relative
humidity, geopotential height, surface pressure, and sea level pressure) associated with
the wave bands of the ISO, the westward-propagating ISO, the eastward-propagating ISO,
the westward-propagating ER wave, and the eastward-propagating MJO from the initial
and boundary conditions, respectively (see Table 1 for details). Based on the same model
physics setting, all simulations start at 0600 UTC 2 October 2013 and are integrated for 90 h
covering the whole period of the westward deflection of Typhoon Fitow.

Table 1. Model experiment descriptions.

Experiment Description of Initial Fields and Lateral Boundary Conditions

CTL Interpolated from the FNL analysis data

NOISO
Same as control (CTL) experiment, except removing the ISO wave components with

zonal wavenumbers of −50~50 and periods of 10–90 days; Negative (positive)
wavenumber represents the westward (eastward) propagating component

NOISO_w Same as CTL, except removing the westward-propagating ISO wave components with
zonal wavenumbers of −50~0 and periods of 10–90 days

NOISO_e Same as CTL, except removing the eastward-propagating ISO wave components with
zonal wavenumbers of 0~50 and periods of 10–90 days

NOER Same as CTL, except removing the westward-propagating equatorial Rossby (ER)
wave components with zonal wavenumbers of −10~−1 and periods of 10–48 days

NOMJO Same as CTL, except removing the eastward-propagating Madden–Julian oscillations
(MJO) wave components with zonal wavenumbers of 1~4 and periods of 20–80 days
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4. Simulation Results
4.1. Experiments CTL and NOISO

In CTL, the TC continuously moves poleward and intensifies progressively in the
first two days until the TC experiences abrupt anticlockwise turning at around 23◦ N.
Subsequently, the TC maintains intensity and west–northwestward motion (Figure 7).
Compared with the best track, the simulation reasonably reproduces the unique feature of
the westward track deflection with the track errors are less than 100 km during the whole
simulation. Additionally, the intensity in CTL in terms of the minimum sea level pressure
and maximum wind is fairly close to the TC best-track dataset.

Figure 7. (a) The CMA best track of Typhoon Fitow (black) and the stimulated TC tracks from CTL
(red) and NOISO (blue) experiments. (b) The observed and stimulated TC intensities in terms of
minimum sea level pressure (SLP; colored solid line) and maximum center wind (colored dash line).
The two stages are denoted by the gray shaded areas.

Furthermore, the removal of ISO-related components causes the TC to move north-
westward directly after an initial short zigzagging track in the NOISO experiment (blue
line in Figure 7a). Meanwhile, the TC does not intensify until entering the South China Sea
and develops much later and weaker than the observed and CTL intensity (Figure 7b). The
corresponding simulated TC in NOISO display the similar track and intensity to those in
previous studies for other TC cases over the WNP basin [2,39], in which TCs move straight
westward under the uniform background without the effect from ISO-scale fluctuation.

We further analyze the related large-scale circulation and steering flow in CTL and
NOISO. As shown in Figure 7a, Typhoon Fitow in the CTL experiences two distinct stages;
specifically, the first covers a part of the northward track from 0600 UTC 3 October to
0000 UTC 4 October, and the second begins from 1200 UTC 4 October to 0600 UTC 5
October during which the unusual westward track deflection occurs. Figure 8 presents
the simulated large-scale environmental fields in CTL and NOISO averaged over the two
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stages, respectively. The TC in CTL (Figure 8a,b) is embedded within the circulation similar
to the observation indicated in Figure 2. The northward-retreating mid-latitude trough
and the westward-extending subtropical high at the north of 20◦ N are both simulated
well before and after TC deflection. The calculated steering vectors also agree better with
the simulated TC movement and westward track deflection. In contrast, when the ISO-
related components are removed before the track deflection happens, it is clear that the
mid-latitude trough in the first stage of NOISO is much shallower than that in CTL, a
weaker TC maintains a westward track during the whole simulation (Figure 8c,d). This
discrepancy in the TC track between CTL and NOISO can be elucidated by the differences
in deep-layer mean winds and 500 hPa geopotential height between these two simulations
(Figure 8e,f). The positive geopotential height anomalies and the anomalous anticyclonic
circulations are pronounced at 20◦ N~30◦ N in the vicinity of the TC center, which weakens
the intensity of the mid-latitude trough. Hence, the northward environmental wind is
obviously reduced in the first stage of NOISO. Furthermore, the anomalous easterlies in
the southern flank of this anticyclone facilitate the straight westward movement of the TC,
which occurs with westward stretching and development of the subtropical high. These
confirm that removing the ISO fluctuation can affect the large-scale circulation patterns and
thus modify the movement of the TC.

Figure 8. The WRF model output deep-layer mean winds (vector; m s−1) and 500 hPa geopotential
height (red contour; gpm) in CTL (top row) and NOISO (middle row) averaged over the first stage
(a,c) and the second stage (b,d), respectively. The areas larger than 5880 gpm are shaded. The mean
position of the TC center is plotted as the black (brown) typhoon symbol for the CTL (NOISO)
experiment. The black and brown vector indicate the CTL and NOISO steering flow averaged within
the 5◦ radius of TC center (indicated by the black and brown circle), respectively. Maps (e,f) give the
corresponding geopotential height difference fields (contour; gpm; zero contour omitted; negative
values are dashed) and deep-layer mean wind difference (vector; m s−1; blue vectors represent wind
speeds larger than 10 m s−1) between the two simulations by NOISO minus CTL.
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4.2. Sensitivity of TC Track Deflection to the Zonal Propagation of ISO

It is noted that the whole ISO band consists of westward- and eastward-propagating
components, in which ER and MJO are major modes, respectively. In order to evaluate their
relative roles in the unusual track deflection of Typhoon Fitow, it is necessary to further
filter out these two components for comparison.

The space–time filtered disturbances associated with westward- and eastward-propagating
ISO components, ER and MJO modes at the initial time of simulation, are presented in Figure 9.
Note that Typhoon Fitow is embedded within the distinct large-scale ISO circulations with differ-
ent propagation directions. The westward-propagating ISO and ER fields reveal a similar circu-
lation structure (Figure 9a,c), the TC center is located at the bottom of a westward-propagating
ISO- and ER-related cyclonic circulation, surrounded by strong easterly anomalies. It reflects
that the westward-propagating ISO component is dominated by the westward-propagating ER
wave, which has been found to be responsible for TC activity [40–43]. Additionally, the MJO
fluctuation is generally considered as a dominant eastward-propagating mode in the ISO scale
and significantly modulates TC activity over the WNP [44,45]. In this case, as indicated by the
eastward-propagating component among the ISO-scale wave mode (Figure 9b,d), Typhoon
Fitow is embedded within the anomalous southeasterly flows flanked by a southwest–northeast-
oriented circulation dipole.

Figure 9. Filtered deep-layer mean atmospheric circulation (vector; m s−1) and 600 hPa relative
vorticity anomaly at the initial time (shading; 10−6 s−1) for (a) the westward-propagating component
in the ISO wave mode, (b) the eastward-propagating ISO component, (c) the westward-propagating
ER mode, and (d) the eastward-propagating MJO mode.

The individual influences of various ISO modes on the development and move-
ment of Typhoon Fitow are investigated in a series of sensitivity experiments, in which
the corresponding ISO components are removed. Figure 10 presents the TC simulated
tracks and intensities in the four sensitivity experiments. Compared with CTL, the TC
in these simulations generally takes on two types of movement scenario. Specifically,
when the westward-propagating ISO components are filtered out in NOISO_w and NOER,
Fitow is found to maintain the stable northwestward motion without any track deflection
(Figure 10a). This track is similar to the NOISO experiment (Figure 7a), which reflects
the westward-propagating component that has a dominant role in influencing ISO on the
unusual track. However, the TC in the NOISO_w has a more southward track with a large
translation speed in comparison with that for the NOER. Furthermore, in terms of intensity,
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the TC in NOISO_w gradually strengthens, and then decays swiftly prior to its landfall,
while the TC in NOER has the weakest intensity among all experiments (Figure 10b).

Figure 10. (a) Stimulated TC tracks in CTL (black), NOISO_w (red), NOER (orange), NOISO_e (blue),
and NOMJO (purple) with the 0000 UTC of each day labeled. (b) The evolution of minimum SLP.
The two major stages of TC activity are shaded in gray.

In contrast, if subtracting the eastward-propagating ISO modes from the original fields,
the TCs in NOISO_e and NOMJO both experience the recurving tracks as the occurrence
in CTL (Figure 10a). In NOISO_e, the TC track shifts in a counterclockwise direction that
happens earlier than that in CTL, and takes a sharp cyclonic turning to keep northwestward
movement. In contrast, the track recurvature in NOMJO is gentler and smoother than that in
CTL, and moreover, the centers are located to the east of those in CTL. The TCs in NOISO_e
and NOMJO have the intensity change similar to that in CTL (Figure 10b). Therefore, the
sensitivity experiments indicate that the westward-propagating ISO waves have substantial
influence on the unusual track deflection of Fitow, rather than the eastward-propagating
ISO waves.

In order to evaluate the relative contribution to TC track deflection from the westward-
and eastward-propagating ISO modes during two critical periods around westward-turning
occurrence in CTL, the simulated atmospheric circulations in NOISO_w and NOISO_e
are demonstrated by Figure 11. As dominant modes in the westward- and eastward-
propagating ISO, ER and MJO waves have the impact on the TC track analogous to the
corresponding parent ISO. For the sake of brevity, the results of NOER and NOMJO are not
shown. In NOISO_w, the TC moves westward within the monsoon gyre circulation with
the subtropical high to the northeast during the first stage (Figure 11a). Subsequently, the
subtropical high is strengthened and extends westward with the westernmost point of the
subtropical ridge (indicated by the 5900 gpm contour) reaching near 115◦ E, driving the TC
northwestward by the enhanced southeasterly steering flows (Figure 11b). In sharp contrast
to CTL (Figure 8a,b), the large-scale environmental field in NOISO_w indicates that the
monsoon gyre in lower latitude and the northern subtropical high steadily develop, while
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the mid-latitude trough decays notably. Hence, the TC is steered straight westward by the
dominant zonal environment flows. Furthermore, the distinct difference between CTL and
NOISO_w can be attributed to the circulation anomaly shown in Figure 9a. The TC center in
CTL is located in the southwest of a positive vorticity related to the westward-propagating
ISO, which provides significantly anomalous southwesterly flows responsible for the early
meridional movement of Fitow. After removing the wave-like circulation anomalies, the
motion of the TC in NOISO_w is mainly influenced by the easterly flows.

Figure 11. The simulated deep-layer mean winds (streamline; m s−1) and 500 hPa geopotential height
(red contour; gpm) in NOISO_w (top row) and NOISO_e (bottom row) averaged over the first stage
(a,c) and the second stage (b,d), respectively. The areas larger than 5900 gpm are shaded. The mean
position of TC center is plotted by the blue (brown) typhoon symbol in the NOISO_w (NOISO_e).
The blue and brown vector indicate the NOISO_w and NOISO_e steering flow averaged within the
5◦ radius of TC center (indicated by the blue and brown circle), respectively.The blue and brown
vectors indicate the NOISO_w and NOISO_e steering flows averaged in the circle, respectively.

The NOISO_e also presents distinct flow characteristics. During the first stage of
poleward migration (Figure 11c), the TC is located between two broken high-pressure
bands and at the bottom of a shallow mid-latitude trough system, with the asymmetric
southerly flows on the eastern side. Additionally, slowing of the TC translation speed in
early stage may be related to this saddle circulation pattern. In the following stage, the
anticyclonic circulation on the northeast flank of the TC extends westward, leading to a
northwestward track change (Figure 11d). Compared with CTL (Figure 8a), the large-scale
synoptic circulations show similar configuration but become slightly weakened after the
removal of eastward-propagating ISO wave. Therefore, in NOISO_e, the shallow mid-
latitude trough and westward-extending ridge of subtropical high jointly contribute to
the track recurvature similar to that in CTL. As shown in Figure 9b, the dipole circulation
anomaly associated with the eastward-propagating ISO in the vicinity of the TC provides
the anomalous southeasterly steering flow in the initial field. Subtracting these circulation
anomalies from NOISO_e experiment causes the TC to have an eastward movement at first.
However, the removal of northern negative vorticity anomaly is beneficial to sustain the
development of the mid-latitude trough and subtropical high systems, and thus causing
the following process of the TC’s westward track deflection.
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4.3. Piecewise PV Inversion Diagnosis

Through the previous series of analyses and discussions, the ISO fluctuation and
its wave components with different propagation directions have been indicated to play
distinct roles in the abnormal westward turning of Typhoon Fitow during the poleward
movement. In this section, we utilize the piecewise PV inversion method to explain the
dynamical mechanism associated with atmospheric ISO during the TC track deflection
from a quantitative perspective.

Considering the conservation and invertibility of PV, the piecewise PV inversion
diagnostic have been widely applied for interpreting the evolution of multiscale ambient
systems, in which the quantitative steering contributions in response to prescribed PV
anomalies can be calculated given a mean reference state [46–50]. The total PV field
can be decomposed into the azimuthally averaged PV and perturbation PV following
Shapiro [51]. Then, the total perturbed PV is partitioned into different positive and negative
PV patches corresponding to major synoptic systems, similar to the past studies [18,20,52].
Taking the total PV perturbation in CTL as an example, three major synoptic systems are
bounded by the blue and pink thick solid lines shown in Figure 12, that is, two positive PV
perturbations for mid-latitude trough and monsoon gyre, and one negative PV perturbation
for subtropical high. The perturbed PVs are similarly decomposed at other times. The
effects of the residual PV perturbations are negligible in this case.

Figure 12. The total 500 hPa PV perturbations in CTL at 0000 UTC 4 October 2013 (black contour and
shading; units: 10−2 PVU; 1 PVU = 10−6 m2 s−1 K kg−1). Negative PV perturbation values are dashed
and zero bold lines are labelled. The areas with PV perturbation absolute values greater than 0.01
PVU are shaded, blue (pink) area represents the positive (negative) PV perturbation. The typhoon
symbol indicates the TC center; MG represents the monsoon gyre; SH represents the Northwest
Pacific subtropical high; MT represents the mid-latitude trough. The blue and pink thick solid lines
give the boundaries of these synoptic systems.

After the PV perturbations associated with three synoptic systems of interest are
identified from the simulation outputs, the corresponding balanced steering flows inverted
from these PV perturbations during the two stages of Typhoon Fitow’s track turning are
plotted in Figure 13. The TC actual motion vectors (V track) and the inverted steering
vectors from the total PV perturbation (VPV-all) are demonstrated in the lowest two rows
of Figure 13. It can be seen that the TC steering vectors derived from the piecewise PV
inversion are in good approximation to the actual motions in CTL and five sensitivity
experiments in terms of the direction and magnitude. The track changes of the TC during
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the two different stages are reproduced well by the total PV perturbations. Therefore, the
steering flows inverted from the PV patches can be calculated to evaluate the individual
effects of different ISO wave modes on Fitow’s unusual track.

Figure 13. TC motion vectors (V track), the steering vectors inverted from the total PV perturbation
(VPV-all), and the individual PV perturbations associated with subtropical high, monsoon gyre and
mid-latitude trough (VPV-SH; VPV-MG; VPV-MT), which are calculated from CTL and five sensitivity
experiments averaged over Fitow’s first northward-moving stage (gray vectors) and second westward-
moving stage (black vectors), respectively.

The steering vectors inverted from the PV perturbations of subtropical high, monsoon
gyre, and mid-latitude trough are displayed at the upper three rows of Figure 13 (VPV-SH;
VPV-MG; VPV-MT). In CTL, the subtropical high and mid-latitude trough contribute to
steer the TC northward at the first stage (gray vectors). During the second stage, the
northeastward steering wind (Figure 8b) is diminished by half due to the weakened mid-
latitude trough, and the influence from the subtropical high stands out with about 5 m s−1

easterly flow, leading to the following westward track deflection (black vectors). In NOISO,
the steering flows associated with mid-latitude trough and monsoon gyre are weakened
in the early period, and thus the TC is advected northwestward directly by the robust
subtropical high, resulting in the absence of abrupt track change.

In NOISO_w and NOER, the steering flows associated with three major systems
change apparently in contrast to CTL. On one hand, the northward wind component
associated with mid-latitude trough is greatly reduced, while the enhanced westward
steering flow from monsoon gyre with the magnitude of about 4–5 m s−1 is conducive
to straight northwestward motion of the TC. On the other hand, the PV perturbation
of subtropical high also provides a predominantly northwestward steering flow (about
7–8 m s−1) during the two stages, which differs from the track deflection in CTL.

Lastly, the potential impacts associated with the eastward-propagating ISO compo-
nents on TC motion are diagnosed in NOISO_e and NOMJO. In NOISO_e, the TC track
takes a swift counterclockwise turning in the early stage (Figure 10a), so that the poleward
steering effect from these synoptic systems is not captured well because of the time average.
However, it is doubtless that the differences in steering vector between NOISO_e and
CTL are not obvious. The steering flows inverted from the piecewise PV inversion in
NOMJO are also in good agreement with the counterparts in CTL, suggesting that the
eastward-propagating ISO wave modes play a minor role in the TC track deflection.
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5. Summary

Typhoon Fitow (2013) originally moved poleward straight and intensified over the
WNP, followed by an unusual westward track deflection at middle latitude toward the east-
ern coast of China. In this study, the possible dynamical influences from the different ISO
modes are examined based on observational analysis, model simulation, and PV diagnosis.

Based on the FNL analysis, the northward movement of Typhoon Fitow in the early
stage is attributed to the combined steering effect of a strong mid-latitude trough and east-
ern subtropical high, and then the enhanced easterly flows associated with the westward-
stretching subtropical high to the north of the TC are essential for westward track turning in
the later stage. The large-scale steering flows surrounding the TC experience a pronounced
transition from meridional to zonal, which is intimately related to the ISO mode with a
period of 10–90 days.

The impact of ISO on the abrupt westward turning of Typhoon Fitow is further inves-
tigated using the WRF model. In the CTL, the simulation reproduces well the TC environ-
mental characteristics and the track deflection. In the other five sensitivity experiments, the
removal of the total ISO wave, the westward-propagating ISO, the eastward-propagating
ISO, the westward-propagating ER, and the eastward-propagating MJO were carried out
by a space-time filtering method. The TC is found to move westward or northwestward
continually without track deflection in NOISO, NOISO_w, and NOER, while the TC sus-
tains the recurving track in the NOISO_e and NOMJO experiments, which suggests that the
westward-propagating ISO and ER play a more significant role in track change in contrast
to the eastward-propagating ISO and MJO.

The TC in NOISO keeps westward movement under the background flow provided
by the northern subtropical high system. Both the mid-latitude trough and monsoon gyre
circulation associated with the ISO wave become weakened significantly, hindering the
meridional movement of Fitow in the early stage. Similarly, the TC does not experience track
turning in the absence of the key west-propagating ISO (i.e., NOISO_w and NOER). Based
on the piecewise PV inversion analysis, the mid-latitude trough circulation of NOISO_w
is obviously decayed and the associated northward wind components are decreased to
1–2 m s−1 in the early stage. Meanwhile, the low-latitude monsoon gyre and the zonally-
elongated subtropical high system are both enhanced and contribute to steer the TC
directly northwestward.

Moreover, the eastward-propagating ISO is featured by a loose southwest–northeast-
oriented dipole circulation in the vicinity of the TC. In contrast to the westward-propagating
ISO, the weaker convection anomalies have less significant impact on the TC track and
the large-scale ambient circulation. Hence, TCs in NOISO_e and NOMJO maintain the
counterclockwise recurving track as in CTL. A sudden cyclonic track turning in NOISO_e
occurs at the first stage due to the sustained shallow mid-latitude trough and westward-
extending subtropical high circulation. The TC movement in NOMJO is the most analogous
to that in CTL due to the least-modified steering flows.

Overall, the observational analysis, piecewise PV inversion diagnosis, and sensitivity
experiments explain the dynamic mechanism for the unusual track deflection of Typhoon
Fitow. It indicates that a good representation of impact systems and the multiscale at-
mospheric variabilities in the tropics and middle latitude over the WNP is crucial for
improving operational forecast and numerical simulation of the unusual track change
observed for the TC.
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